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Sorcha Faal April 7, 2021 

Putin Orders Massive Combat Exercise In Aftermath Of COVID Spy 
Shoot Out At Fort Detrick 

A compelling new Security Council (SC) report circulating in the Kremlin today says President Putin 
ordered the Ministry of Defense (MoD) to immediately begin 4,048 combat exercises of various 
scope, including 812 force-on-force drills to be held at 101 practice ranges and 520 training facilities 
on the territory of all the country’s military districts and the Northern Fleet, and also in the areas of the 
Extreme North, the Kuril Islands and on the Kamchatka Peninsula—an order coming just hours after 
the US Air Force issued a “Broken ARRW” notice that the test of their nation’s first hypersonic missile 
had failed—which means the United States is unable to retaliate against Russia’s two nuclear armed 
hypersonic missiles, the Avangard and the Kinzhal, both of which are capable of reaching over 20-
times the speed of sound.   

Saw this military order being preceded by US Department of Defense spokesperson John Kirby 
stating: “We continue to see Russian forces arrayed along the border with Ukraine in Crimea 
specifically...It's also difficult for us to speak to intent right now…It is concerning and we continue to 
monitor it”—a statement responded to by President Putin’s press secretary Dmitry Peskov revealing: 
“So far, we can't see signs indicating that the Ukrainian side wants to somewhat calm down, drop 
bellicose rhetoric hidden behind the talk about some imaginary threat and take control of its army 
units that are deployed directly along the contact line in Donbass that often become a source of 
provocations…It’s vital to make sure that nothing incites the Ukrainian Armed Forces to launch 
hostilities against their own people, the people who live in the self-proclaimed republics...Ensuring the 
safety of Russian citizens is definitely a priority for the Russian state and Russian President Vladimir 
Putin”—both of which were followed by Deputy Foreign Minister Alexander Pankin declaring that 
Russia is developing a financial battle plan in case of a Western attack on the economy or sanctions 
against sovereign debt. 

In this atmosphere of looming world war now sees President Putin poised to give a dramatic speech, 
in what is said will be “the world’s most important political event”—will see this taking place on 21 
April, which is when President Putin will speak to the entire world during his address to the National 
Parliament—will be a a major address in which he will “fire the starting pistol on a new era” and set 
out a different vision for the future of Russia as the COVID pandemic wanes—a major address that 
will build upon the warnings he issued to the World Economic Forum in January—and was where 
President Putin explained to Western leaders that “the COVID pandemic has only exacerbated the 
problems and imbalances that have already accumulated in the world globalization because it has led 
to a significant increase in the profits of large multinationals and, above all, American and European 
companies, with just one percent of the world’s population benefiting”—then saw President Putin 
telling them “the post-crisis economic recovery is tough and the world needs new models for boosting 
growth”, and his truthfully reminding them: “If 20 or 30 years ago the problem could be solved by 
means of stimulating macro-economic policy, today these mechanisms have reached their limits”. 

And as if these events alone weren’t enough for any person to endure, this transcript shows Security 
Council Members then discussing at length a mind-blowing highly-classified “Of Special Importance” 
document prepared for them by the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR)—the portions of which 
permitted to be openly discussed among various ministries begin by noting that Russia is set to 
continue its cooperation with the World Health Organization in investigating origins of the novel 
coronavirus—then beyond shockingly reveals that the main investigative focus is on why Dr. Anthony 
Fauci illegally funneled US grant money to the Wuhan-China laboratory conducting research into how 
to enhance bat-based coronaviruses in 2017—and saw Dr. Fauci being able to secretly funnel this 
money to Wuhan-China because he “systematically thwarted–indeed systematically nullified–the 
HHS P3CO Framework put in place to keep this from happening by his declining to flag and forward 
proposals for their review”.  
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This SVR document then examines the United States bio-research facility Fort Detrick—where is 
located the National Interagency Biodefense Campus, which houses one of the 13 operational or 
planned BSL-4 laboratories located in the United States that are able to conduct research into the 
world’s most deadly and contagious viruses—and is critical to notice because the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of the People's Republic of China asserts that the COVID virus was created at Fort Detrick 
and was introduced to China when 300 US military members arrived in the Wuhan region for the 
Military World Games in mid-October-2017 and infected the local population. 

Though China blames the US Army for creating and unleashing the COVID virus, this SVR document 
states its intelligence analysts have centered this plot on the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI)—the 
same ONI that masterminded the 6 January riot at the US Capitol to blame on President Donald 
Trump—whose ONI hatred of President Trump is well documented—even to the point that in 
December-2018, President Trump had to order the “suiciding” of US Navy Vice Admiral Scott A. 
Stearney before he could start World War III—and scrubbed from the minds of the American people 
about the ONI, was its directing the 11 September 2001 attacks that brought down the World Trade 
Towers, and were only stopped when the Office of Naval Intelligence in the Pentagon sustained a 
direct hit that day, and was, without a doubt, a target that was pinpointed for destruction.  

With SVR analysts having concluded that the US Navy was storing its COVID samples at a Naval 
Medical Research Center, Biological Defense Research Directorate vault facility located at 8415 
Progress Drive, Frederick-Maryland, and located a few miles distance from Fort Detrick, this 
document alludes to China’s Ministry of State Security (MSS) knowing this information, too—but 
unlike the SVR, new evidence shows the MSS attempted to breech this vault facility yesterday—a 
breeching resulting in a violent shoot out that left one US Navy officer dead and two wounded—and 
is being spun by the US Navy as a lone attack conducted for no obvious reason by US Navy medical 
specialist Fantahun Girma Woldesenbet—who afterwards was shot and killed, and whose choices of 
how this happened include: 1.) “He was given advance notice told him to pull over for a search, but 
immediately sped off, making it about a half-mile into the installation before he was stopped at a 
parking lot by the base’s police force…When he pulled out a weapon, the police shot and killed 
him”—or—2.) “Following the shooting, the man drove about 10 minutes to Fort Detrick, where he was 
shot by police who followed him onto the base”—but whose bullet riddled vehicle clearly shows this 
US Navy medical specialist was gunned down in an instant hail of bullets.  

Though this SVR document’s section on what exactly happened yesterday when this US Navy vault 
facility was breeched by MSS operatives is not permitted to be openly discussed due to its 
classification, its most terrifying section is about the highly-secretive US intelligence agency Deagle 
that provides information to the ONI, National Security Agency and NATO—who on their US military 
and aviation website Deagle.com just released a revised forecast predicting a 70% decline in US 
population by the year 2025 from 328-million to 99-million—and to explain this dire revision sees 
them stating:  

In 2014 we published a disclaimer about the forecast.  In six-years the scenario has changed 
dramatically.  This new disclaimer is meant to single out the situation from 2020 onwards.  Talking 
about the United States and the European Union as separated entities no longer makes sense.  Both 
are the Western block, keep printing money and will share the same fate. 

After COVID we can draw two major conclusions: 

1. The Western world success model has been built over societies with no resilience that can barely 
withstand any hardship, even a low intensity one. It was assumed but we got the full confirmation 
beyond any doubt. 

2. The COVID crisis will be used to extend the life of this dying economic system through the so-
called Great Reset. 
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The Great Reset; like the climate change, extinction rebellion, planetary crisis, green revolution, shale 
oil (…) hoaxes promoted by the system; is another attempt to slow down dramatically the 
consumption of natural resources and therefore extend the lifetime of the current system.  It can be 
effective for a while but finally won’t address the bottom-line problem and will only delay the 
inevitable.  

The core ruling elites hope to stay in power which is in effect the only thing that really worries them. 

As COVID has proven Western societies embracing multiculturalism and extreme liberalism are 
unable to deal with any real hardship. 

The stark reality of diverse and multicultural Western societies is that a collapse will have a toll of 50 
to 80 percent depending on several factors but in general terms the most diverse, multicultural, 
indebted and wealthy (highest standard of living) will suffer the highest toll. 

The only glue that keeps united such an aberrant collage from falling apart is overconsumption with 
heavy doses of bottomless degeneracy disguised as virtue.   

Nevertheless, the widespread censorship, hate laws and contradictory signals mean that even that 
glue is not working any more. 

Six years ago the likelihood of a major war was tiny.  Since then it has grown steadily and 
dramatically and today is by far the most likely major event in the 2020s. 

Another particularity of the Western system is that its individuals have been brainwashed to the point 
that the majority accept their moral high ground and technological edge as a given.  This has given 
the rise of the supremacy of the emotional arguments over the rational ones which are ignored or 
deprecated.  That mindset can play a key role in the upcoming catastrophic events. 

Over the next decade it will become obvious that the West is falling behind the Russia-China block 
and the malaise might grow into desperation.  Going to war might seem a quick and easy solution to 
restore the lost hegemony to finally find them into a France 1940 moment. 

If there is not a dramatic change of course the world is going to witness the first nuclear war.   

The Western block collapse may come before, during or after the war. It does not matter.  

A nuclear war is a game with billions of casualties and the collapse plays in the hundreds of millions. 

[  

  

  

  

 

Same colour and model of Nissan Maxima vehicle used to kill US Capitol police officer (first photo) 
last week ends up bullet riddled at Fort Detrick (second photo) yesterday.  

Have you ever wondered why the United States isn’t mentioned in the Bible’s end time prophecies?  
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